
12 November 2020 - Staminier purchases 400,000,000  of AuBit’s Freeway 

tokens valued at $US$3.2m (as at 8am 12/11/20) 

We are delighted to announce that we have purchased 400,000,000 Freeway tokens as a first step in 

a planned collaboration with AuBit, the pioneering asset management platform helping to service 

the needs of institutional, professional and retail investors in the multi trillion dollar global asset 

management industry.  

Freeway tokens are traded on various crypto currency platforms including Bithumb Global and 

Uniswap and have a strictly limited maximum supply of only 10bn. 

AuBit uses disruptive financial technology to harness the power of network effects to generate 

increased returns for its user base by distributing up to 80% of traditional commissions and product 

costs (e.g. fees, margins, spreads and rebates paid by brokers and other intermediaries) as rewards 

to its user base instead. In this way, when an AuBit-networked product is traded, up to 80% of 

product-related transaction revenues are automatically redistributed back to every product holder, 

so that a user’s holding  in an AuBit-networked gold bullion product, for example, would 

increase every time anyone, anywhere in the world, trades that AuBit-networked gold bullion 

product. 

In traditional asset management, the gold in a holder’s account would remain unchanged. With the 

AuBit network-enhanced model, an AuBit holder’s gold would instead grow over time as a result of 

ongoing redistributions of gold-trading revenues, for greater total returns with no extra risk. This 

powerful network effect grows exponentially as more and more users join and trade on the 

platform. Network effects are a key factor in the stunning success of the so-called tech unicorns in 

the last 23 years and are reputedly responsible for 70% of the value in big tech today. 

AuBit’s management team and advisors have worked at some of the largest financial and technology 

companies in the world including Goldman Sachs, HSBC, Fidelity, Credit Suisse, Morgan Stanley, IBM, 

Google, and The Prudential. 

Tim Stanton director of Staminier commented “further to our agreement with GreenBank 

announced earlier this year, we are really pleased with the way that our collaboration with 

GreenBank is bearing fruit. Our deal flow and corporate finance expertise coupled with GreenBank’s 

next generation merchant banking offering is a highly effective combination that benefits our 

respective businesses whilst serving the needs of our client and investee companies. Aubit is an 

exceptional investment opportunity with a highly impressive management team, and we are 

delighted to have made this investment.  

We have further important news that we hope to be in a position to announce over the coming days 

and look forward to updating shareholders further when we are able to do so. In the meantime, we 

would like to thank our loyal shareholders for their support during the last year in particular – one of 

the most unusual years on record. We are glad that support is being rewarded”.  


